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Foreword

When the devastating impacts of the Covid-19 coronavirus forced the social and 
economic shutdown of nations and regions across the world, many turned to 
digital information and communication technology (ICT) to remain in touch 
with family, friends and work colleagues. Digital technologies became our vital 
lifeline to those we love and cherish in a time of great stress and anxiety and 
allowed many to continue to work, albeit from home. It is exactly because our 
digital devices and global networked technologies have become some integral 
and embedded into our daily practices that we need a much deeper insight and 
understanding into the ways such technology has enhanced our everyday lives 
but also how some of the more darker elements of the digital age are being left 
unchecked in an environment of often blind techno-utopianism. We must strive 
to strengthen the elements of digital ICT that support and promote human flour-
ishing and well-being and equally endeavour to limit or eliminate the structures 
and features of digital technologies – including the ways the digital tech indus-
try itself  is organised – that are proving to be socially, culturally, economically 
and environmentally harmful. This text is an attempt to add to more enlightened 
discussions and debates on the utility, or otherwise, of digital information and 
communication innovation and technology and seeks a better understanding of 
a number of key areas of concern that will grow more conspicuous in the coming 
months and years ahead. The vast number of ways digital tech has enhanced our 
lives – in the fields of medicine, education, work, leisure and in staying connected 
to others – is regularly acclaimed by public commenters, tech writers, journalists, 
celebrities, politicians and key decision-makers, and these are unchallenged in 
this book. What is discussed is the often-hidden societal, cultural, economic and 
environmental dangers that lurk in the darker corners of digitalisation, and the 
discussions in this text will shine a light into these more shadowy locations. The 
digital tech visionary Jaron Lanier suggests that it is the tech critics that drive 
improvements, and it is exactly that spirit in which this book was written.

On a personal level, I regularly use digital tech and appreciate the many ways it 
has enhanced my own life. It is again the very reason that I seek to advance overall 
knowledge of the ways we design, develop and adopt our digital devices and see 
grave dangers in how just a small cohort of organisations and individuals have 
come to dominate and control all our digital tech futures and the digitalisation 
narrative. This digital oligopoly exploit our personal data at every opportunity 
and in ways that have made them the most powerful corporate entities in the 
world, while at the same time undermine states and societies by avoiding paying 
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their fair share of tax while heavily influencing legislation and state actions solely 
in pursuant of their own individual commercial agendas. They are actively shap-
ing societal norms by selectively justifying a hands-off  approach on policing 
certain content on their platforms, on the one hand, while also making other 
content deliberately available, thereby actively shaping views and public opinion. 
Furthermore, are the guiding principles underpinning some of these digital inno-
vations and technologies themselves deeply flawed in that they work to diminish, 
limit or destroy some of our uniquely human competences and adversely affect 
our overall well-being, while continuing to support and promote a destructive 
consumerism lifestyle that escalates the damage to our environment and hastens 
climate breakdown?

This text is aimed at a broad readership, and chapters can be taken as stand-
alone pieces of work rather than a singular linear monography. The genesis for 
this book was born from class discussions and reactions to several topics in ‘Digi-
tal Citizenship’, a module undertaken by applied social sciences undergraduate 
students at NUI Galway. While not intended to cover all existing debates and 
aspects of digital ICT’s impacts and consequences, or digitalisation futures, it 
is an attempt to explain some of the potential problematic issues and concerns 
now emerging in this new digital era and to add to much-needed deliberations 
that have, heretofore, remained marginalised or silent. I, therefore, would appeal 
to the reader for some forbearance with respect to the subjective licence taken 
in some sections of the text, in particular in the later parts of the chapter on 
Digital Democracy in which I search for my own grasp of modern political reali-
ties. The overall intent of this book is not always to fully explain or indeed to be 
definite about all possible digital futures. Rather, the text also seeks to prompt 
deeper thought and contemplation about potential and possible impacts and con-
sequences of digitalisation, so some opinion and commentary will be noted at 
times. Indeed, the reader should feel provoked on occasions and may agree or 
disagree with some of the lines of argument presented. This, it is hoped, will trig-
ger new reflection, understandings and debates on subjects of some significant 
societal importance and offer a better awareness of the forces and challenges we 
are now facing in shaping all our collective digital futures. As a global digital 
community, we have hitherto collectively failed to fully engage in the critical pub-
lic debates that would allow us to consider and plot the trajectory of digital ICT 
innovation and development so that it happens in a way that primarily serves 
humanity and the planet. Such digital technologies should help limit or eliminate 
human suffering and ecological destruction. This text, thus, is an effort to add 
to all our collective knowledge in seeking a more humane and responsive digital 
technology future.
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